
Composable Architecture, Open Source and the ROI Promise of High Performance Computing

The need for High Performance Computing (HPC) is continuously growing. Proprietary Infrastructure

as a Service (IaaS) solutions emerged as a popular choice for resource-intensive computing

applications, but the lack of interoperability, inadequate parallel computing performance and the

monolithic architecture of traditional cloud services is failing to deliver on the promised HPC

capabilities that deliver the promised ROI.

According to recent research, the HPC market is growing 5.5% CAGR and is expected to surpass

USD65 billion by the year 2030. The demand is primarily driven by data-intensive applications that

require real-time processing through complex mathematical models. These applications are

prevalent in the smart cities segment where impactful services such as public safety, infrastructure

monitoring and transportation services rely on real-time processing of big data. For instance,

real-time video analytics across city-wide cctv cameras and traffic routing to prevent congestion

control based on cellular and GPS connectivity data is readily used to maintain safe and smart

transportation services. All of this requires significant compute power that can process big data and

deliver valuable insights in real-time.

Every day, the cyber world generates 2.5 quintillion (2.5x10^18) bytes of data and progressive

business organizations that drive key business decisions through Big Data insights rely on

democratized HPC for the masses.

Source: IDC

In order to maximize the value potential of Big Data and solve complex scientific problems, business

organizations and research institutes need access to HPC capabilities as a viable, cost-effective and

secure IaaS offering. In this article, we will discuss the key attributes of a high ROI modern HPC IaaS

solution.

What is High Performance Computing?

High-Performance Computing (HPC) refers to the integration of advanced computing clusters, parallel

programming and composable architecture design to solve complex and data-driven computational

problems. HPC systems typically reach Teraflop compute processing figures and are delivered as a

cloud service with high interconnectivity performance. For comparisons, an AWS typically offers 1-4
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Teraflops of throughput for its EC2 instances, whereas an HPC technology can offer 10-1000x times

the acceleration performance.

From an ROI perspective, composable system architecture for High Performance Computing is

particularly attractive. Take a look at the following attributes of a composable HPC infrastructure that

can translate into high ROI business value propositions for your organization:

● Centralized pool of expensive resources such as DPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, CPUs, storage modules

and networking devices. These resources can be provisioned and managed from the

application layer as the underlying hardware layer is abstracted and runs independent of the

software used to manage it. Practices such as Infrastructure as Code are adopted to manage

infrastructure and operations.

● Separation of the data and control plane allows software-defined control of the underlying

hardware. This means that applications are not tightly coupled with the hardware, and

workloads can be dynamically distributed across a pool of infrastructure components to

maximize resource utilization.

● Logical centralization of network control and global network view allows users to fully

monitor and control all infrastructure assets, keeping track of network traffic and detecting

anomalous behavior before an IT incident or network infringement impacts application

performance.

● Dynamic global control with cross-layer information sharing allows optimization of traffic

engineering, physical topology, device configurations and the overall improvement of the

network performance at runtime.

● High ROI and Utilization rate with the programmable network for scalable policy-driven

network automation. Users can manage infrastructure operations based on specific demands

on performance and security. The resources can be programmatically assigned to a virtual

machine, container or IT workload for temporary usage and distributed back into the pool of

resources once the workload session has ended.

● Reconfiguration and reprogramming to address dynamic issues in real-time to reduce

system downtime.

● Overcome QoS limitations of traditional networking where specific protocols are defined in

isolation. Instead, SDN decouples the logical operations at the control plane from the

underlying data plane, which acts upon the control logic. As a result, QoS configurations can

be harmonized across the network and optimize its performance to meet business

objectives. Since the network intelligence and state is logically centralized and controllers

have global visibility of the SDN architecture, network operators can manage, configure and

optimize resources dynamically, using automated scripts and open-source infrastructure

management solutions. This makes application-level QoS provisioning easier.

https://hpc.netl.doe.gov/about/history-of-hpc/index.html
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High Performance Computing also differentiates from traditional computing models across all

hardware components. Specifically, three building blocks of the HPC cluster allow organizations to

accelerate innovation, maximize operational efficiency and optimize performance:

● High-density Compute: Consider HPC as a supercomputer system that contains multiple

(thousands of) compute nodes performing operations in parallel. This also is called parallel

computing, which is a defining capability of the HPC cluster. This results in 5x energy savings

as the high density compute systems consume 400 watts per sq. ft, delivering 5x productivity

as compared to legacy data centers.

● Super fast storage: Modern HPC systems use high I/O speed and low cost storage solutions

that are managed programmatically and abstracted from the underlying hardware, also

known as Software-Defined Storage (SDS). A standard SDS offers 10x improvements on

performance as compared to traditional Storage Area Network (SAN) alternatives: 500,000

IOPS and 0.2 ms of latency, as compared to 50,000 I/O operations per second (IOPS) and 2-3

ms latency for SAN.

● High Performance Networking: Ethernet standardizations including 400G capacity rates

allow high interconnectivity performance and rapid data ingestion. Emerging standards of

800G and beyond, when available, can easily double the interconnection and fabric speeds,

independent of the compute and storage clusters, since all Ethernet standards are backward

compatible with earlier generations. This high performance networking is an important

component of an HPC cluster designed to process high volumes of Big Data workloads in

real-time and accessible over the Internet as a cloud service across distant locations.

● Specialized Hardware Acceleration: Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) provide high

performance parallel processing for high speed rendering, machine learning and complex

mathematical calculations. Data Processing Units (DPUs) replace traditional Network

Interface Cards (NIC) to offload compute-intensive tasks such as TCP networking, encryption

and erasure coding off the CPUs. This reduces the workload demands on expensive CPU

cores and makes them available for other computationally expensive HPC applications.

Modern DPUs, when integrated with storage clusters, and offloading dedicated compute

intensive tasks such as networking, compression, encryption and Erasure Coding,  have

exceeded 41 million IOPS as compared to a standard AWS instances are typically optimized

to deliver less than one million IOPS performance.
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Legacy Data Center Challenges

The need for HPC is continuously growing and managed cloud service providers also offer proprietary

solutions to operate high performance systems within a software-defined or serverless environment.

But when it comes to processing workloads that require high performance, common public cloud

solutions offer inadequate computing performance. Additionally, highly regulated industries such as

government, finance and healthcare require organizations to run privacy-sensitive data workloads

within specific geographic locations and maintain sufficient visibility and control into the underlying

data center technology, which is hard to achieve with proprietary technologies and public cloud

services.

For instance, building a large-scale high performance cluster with the AWS EC2 service will require

you to run clusters in multiple regions due to limited capacity available within individual regions.

Limited I/O and interconnect speed will further reduce performance for workloads that require

two-way communication across the network in real-time. Serverless Function as a Service (FaaS)

solutions such as AWS Lambda have their own drawbacks such as limits on concurrency and duration

of the execution, high latency and inadequate monitoring of the underlying resources.

When building an HPC cluster for large scale and privacy-sensitive applications such as public safety

through video surveillance and healthcare data analytics, organizations have to consider

interoperability and compatibility between competing products. The support for open technology

standards is often limited and customers are locked-in to specific vendor products, reducing the

design and vendor choices, and ultimately, failing to optimize the system for cost and performance.

The Role of Open Source in HPC Private Cloud Model

https://www.verdict.co.uk/hpc-covid-19/


A viable solution is the open source IaaS model that integrates open alternatives to proprietary

infrastructure management technologies. Since customers are not limited by proprietary license

agreements and technical limitations on using competing commercial and open source products,

they are free to choose the hardware and software solutions based on the features and pricing.

Here’s how Open Infrastructure solves the challenges described in the section above and allows you

to leverage a variety of open technologies to deliver high performance compute, storage and

networking capabilities without the premium pricing or licensing lock-ins:

1. OpenStack containerization removes performance overhead caused by traditional VMs such

as noisy I/Os and computational hits on storage IOPs.

2. Dynamic workload management allows rapid change of resource provisioning to meet

unpredictable computing demands, maximize scalability and resource optimization.

3. The composable architecture of HPC infrastructure allows you to dynamically compose a

pool of hardware components based on variable workload demands. The unused resources

remain decoupled and are readily available for new IT workloads, maximizing utilization

rates, reducing the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and energy consumption.

4. Overcome supply chain issues by future-proofing your HPC cluster to meet highly scalable

demands. Instead of having to procure new components only when needed, affordable SDS

storage and HPC networking components can be deployed up front and provisioned as

needed within a software-defined network environment.

5. Maintain a highly secure private cloud computing environment as the resources are not

shared between multiple tenants and instead, dedicated for your computing needs.

6. Optimize hardware selection based on features and pricing. The disaggregated model for

compute, storage and networking devices allows for hardware selection independent of the

software. The OpenStack model also supports a variety of commercial and open source

infrastructure management tools.

According to recent research, the HPC market in Asia Pacific region is growing at rates higher than

the global average – 8.7% CAGR compared to 5.5% in the rest of the world. A 451 Research survey

found that APAC is also readily adopting – 90% are already using or planning to use – multi-cloud

technologies that rely on open standards to meet high interoperability requirements and are typically

managed within a software-defined environment.

From a business perspective, the rising popularity in the HPC segment is largely due to the

convergence of open source, private cloud and the composable system architecture that helps

deliver a secure, cost-effective and viable HPC solution to meet the growing and scalable demands of

organizations working on complex data-driven problems.

Ultimately with this role in solving the key challenges facing big data processing use cases, HPC

technologies can help organizations realize the following key business value gains:

● Save Cost:  5x productivity as compared to legacy data centers, 10x storage performance as

compared to traditional alternatives.
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● Save Time: High accelerator and throughput performance. Especially for distributed IoT

applications where data from distant locations is collected, analyzed and returned to perform

automated control actions. For instance, 10x latency and throughput performance of SDS

storage solutions as compared to AWS EBS service.

● Sustainable Growth: While legacy data centers are already outdated to meet the computing

needs of modern big data solutions, the current generation of HPC systems can meet your

needs for the next 5-10 years.


